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WISDOM KEYS for UNDERSTANDING HUMAN REALITY1

Evolving deliberately involves understanding the nature of our human existence, our experienced reality; 
understanding the natural evolution of consciousness, collectively and individually. Understanding and 
experiencing your life based on these universal truths insures living by your own conscious creation, master of 
your own fate, so to speak. Be mindful of these truths whether or not you decide to participate in The 
Forgiveness Process or not. These Keys are the bedrock upon which your transcendence is built; these Keys insure 
you evolve deliberately, and for some, authentically. 

1. There is only One Mind, the ancient Mind which is conditioned by separation and 
duality. Your mind is not your mind, but is an extension of the Ancient Mind. Similarly, 
your thoughts are not your own thoughts, but literally downloaded from the “thought 
sphere” associated with the Ancient Mind. Thus, the sense of a separate self is 
generated by the neurobiological structure of the human brain. Humanity is evolving 
beyond the need for a sense of separation, but the fears of change are great and hold 
back progress.

2. In reality, you are not alone in this life, have never been, and can never be, no matter 
what your situation – awake or asleep. Choose to expand the perspective of your reality 
and recognize the deeply embedded illusion of separation.

3. You selected your parents, your body, your name, the time and place to be born and all 
the conditions necessary for you to Become. You are always selecting the conditions of 
your reality, moment by moment, consciously or unconsciously.

4. You are here on a mission, not a mission for the world-at-large except in the ultimate 
sense, but a mission for your Soul Self, for your individual evolution, and for the 
potential conscious connection to your True Self and the collective All-That-Is.

5. At all times, you are experiencing life as part of a multidimensional reality that 
encompasses All that ever was and will be; and you are continually in an intimate 
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relationship with that reality, consciously or unconsciously. How much are you missing 
with your limited perspective on reality?

6. You are a living hierarchy of Selves all experiencing simultaneously in all dimensions of 
Being, the least of which is the physical Earth Self which now expresses your 
personalities though seemingly stuck in a time loop destined for pain and suffering.

7. There is no sin or evil anywhere in the Universe, there is only evolution. There is no 
death or ending, there is only change. Don’t remain stuck in a recently completed (2012) 
era of duality which is filled with the collective fear of change, thus pain and suffering. 

8. Birth and death are interchangeable terms that define the same phenomenon.  What is 
birth here is a sort of death in another dimension.  What is death here is a rebirth in 
another dimension. Between the two, birth into the physical plane is by far a more 
jarring experience. Human birth is the initial life trauma.

9. Death of the physical body and rebirth of the universal body is in fact a continuous 
experience that can be likened to stepping through a doorway from the storm outside 
to a pleasingly comfortable environment inside where old friends and family have 
gathered to greet you.

10. Transformation (death) of the universal body and rebirth of the physical one is precisely 
the opposite experience in which one leaves the comfortable community of spirit and 
steps outside to the chaotic world through “the valley of forgetfulness” and into the 
hands of human strangers where the adventure begins anew.

11. There is no “judgment” of the Earth experience except in the sense of one’s own 
reflections upon desired lessons learned and intended values gained. There is no 
condemnation, no punishment, and no hell except what you create consciously or 
unconsciously as your experienced reality while living. Karma is manifest in health, 
relationships, and is the tool best used for reflection.

12. The experiences of life on Earth ultimately all coalesce into the quest for intimacy with 
all life everywhere, not for obliteration of the ego but to exalt the sensing of the Soul 
Self in relation to the Whole. You are here for the profound realization that you are 
uniquely Divine, while also recognizing All are Divine, and the Divine is All.

13. Your Soul is bound to Earth only while you are fully conscious.  In sleep, in daydreams, in 
meditative states, your Soul Self withdraws to the spiritual dimensions for nurturing, 
guidance, and re-energizing. Consciousness cannot remain bound to Earth if the Soul is 
deprived of these “rests.” Total deprivation of sleep causes the Soul Self to detach and 
release the body permanently as do other “blocks” and “traumas” within the physical 
environment. Not appreciating your Life can become a deprivation for the Soul.
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14. In your present life you experience your selves as a “deduction” of all you have ever 
experienced. This deduction is your “self-image” and it reflects your perception of your 
Soul Self in all dimensions of Being. However, the perception of your Soul Self may be 
biased based on misunderstood “blocks” and or unresolved “trauma,” or just because 
knew to teach this evolutionary information. However, when the deductive self-image is 
released, suffering ends.

15. You will live forever in one dimension of Being or another. You will always know yourself 
as the Self except in the sense that your “Soul Self” is always changing into higher 
deductions of experience. You experience this same relativity of Self in the present life 
as you “grow” from infancy into maturity and beyond. The 30-year old is not the exact 
same Self as the Self was experienced at 6 months or 6 years or even at 29 years. But 
the deduction of experience continues to modify the perception of Self into an ever-
unfolding identification with the Self Divine. [If this information strikes some inner 
response, even a vague attractive tug, then you are probably evolving deliberately and 
are nearing the completion of your Earth deductive experiences. Possibly, your life is 
being experienced as one of Light, Love, and Laughter.]

16. Your Soul Self is not native to this planet. You are here only for evolutionary experiences 
that prepare you for greater unfoldment elsewhere.  Earth is the College of 
Relationships and you cannot graduate from this college until you have fully mastered 
the subject.  Not even your physical form is expressly native to Earth. This naturally 
evolved animal form has been deliberately modified by “off Earth” influences to 
accommodate human experiences and expressions. Thus, we are aliens. Various life 
forms on the planet are “transplants.”

17. There is physical life very similar to human life spread throughout the physical Universe 
upon planets much like Earth. There is much more to the physical Universe than has yet 
been detected from Earth; there exist other physical dimensions that are not perceived 
by present detection devices. All that we commonly term “physical life” exists within the 
same vibrational density of matter and therefore occupies zones of reality that seem 
separate from the spirit dimensions. This is also an “illusion of separation.”  

18. All harmonics of the One Universe coexist in the one reality and are interlaced within 
each other even within your own physical body. The entire Universe in every dimension 
is ever present within the same space at the same time. Being is a multidimensional 
expression of the One Reality with so-called matter expressing at the lower end of the 
spectrum in linear time since linear time is the vehicle of expression at these 
frequencies. Yet, linear time is also an illusion of separation since it is not absolute 
throughout the multidimensional Universe but serves only to make events for 
consciousness in the denser dimensions. This is changing, this is currently evolving for 
and with us; we’re becoming more and more aware of events happening 
simultaneously. 
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19. The word Spirit itself is an example of the Illusion of Separation serving only to delineate 
the physical and non-physical dimensions of reality, whereas the delineation is “real” 
only from the viewpoint of the physical Universe.

20. Your physical body is not the base of a living hierarchy of multidimensional expression.  
You are spirit and matter occupying space and non-space, time and non-time, finitude 
and infinity. 

21. Your body is not your body, it belongs to the Earth. So, when your physical-self-image 
disappears you experience your body as a vehicle for the Divine Dance of Consciousness 
and you experience your Self simply as a dance of personalities continually rising and 
falling away.

22. You are an Infinite Being having a human experience!

NAMASKARAM~~

1 Adapted from To Dance with Angels, channeled by Dr. Peebles through Thomas Jacobson, and the Oneness Teaching of Sri Kalki 
AmmaBhagavan


